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That Incredible Book – part 1........2 Tim. 3:14-17

The Bible you and I carried here today is an incredible book.

Paul tells us in vv. 16 and 17 of 2 Tim. ch. 3 that the Bible is able to make us

perfect. The word means complete, matured, perfect, filled. No person can be

complete and mature without God's Word.

If we try to live without God's Word, our lives will be imperfect and incomplete.

There are many reasons we can say the Bible is an incredible book. During our

time together today we would like to consider the fact the Bible is incredible

because of its uniqueness.

In a second message we would like to suggest that the Bible is incredible

because of…

Its archaeological confirmation,

Its ability to change lives,

Its scientific accuracy,

Its teachings,

And its ability to remain fresh and new.

Today we will examine the fact that the Bible is incredible because it is unique.

I’d like to suggest that it is unique in…

Its Composition

Its Circulation

Its Survival
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John McArthur tells how he received a phone call one evening. The young man

on the other end of the line said, "John, I've got to see you." John made an

appointment and when the man came to see him he said, "My life is coming apart.

You've got to help me."

John said, "I'll do what I can. What's on your mind?"

The young man said, "My name is Steve. I'm a Jew. I don't believe in your Jesus.

"I've been coming to your church for the past four weeks."

John said, "Why?"

He said, "Because my life is so messed up, someone said I should come to your

church." John had been doing a series on being delivered to Satan (not exactly

seeker-friendly) The man said, "You have been describing me. I am damned!"

John said, "Why is that?"

He said, "I am a doctor who kills babies. My clinic did 9 million dollars worth of

abortions last year. If a woman doesn't need an abortion I give her a reason to

have one so I can get her money. I divorced my wife. I married a 2nd wife. I left

her and am living with another woman. I really want to go back to my wife

because I like her better, but I don't have the courage.

"I just bar-mitzvahed my two children. I have been seeing a psychiatrist for the

past year and I am about to go bankrupt! Can you help me?"

John said, "No! How could I help a Jewish abortionist?

"But I know someone who can transform your life."

Steve said, "Who?"

John replied, "Jesus Christ."

Steve said, "Oh yeah. I thought you'd say that. I don't want him."

John said, "Well, the choice is yours. But if you want help, Jesus is who you

need,"

Steve said, "But I don't know who he is."
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John picked up a Bible and turned to the Gospel of John. He said, "Do you see

this book named John? I want you to take this Bible home and read the Book of

John and call me when you know who Jesus is."

On Thursday the man called John. He came to see him and sat down and said, "I

know who he is."

John said, "Who is he?"

"He is God."

John said, "Steve, this is pretty fast! This is only Thursday and on Monday you

had been a Jew for 50 years, didn't believe in Jesus, now on Thursday you know

that Jesus is God! How do you know it?"

Steve said, "He has to be God. No one else could do and say what he did if he

wasn't God." (John's gospel says that! If you don't believe what I say, believe me

for what you see me do) Then Steve said, "Do you know what else he did?"

John said, "No, what?"

"He rose from the dead!"

And then he said as if he was in awe, "And he did it fast!"

"It is fast in 3 days—But if you are reading it it's about 1 ½ minutes!"

Then Steve said, "He died for my sins."

John said, "How do you know that?"

He said, "I found this book called Romans. And now I am a believer in Jesus

Christ."

John said, "Steve, what does this mean in your life?"

Steve said, "It means I am meeting my wife tonight for church service and I

have today written my letter of resignation to the abortion clinic."

What an incredible book! A book that has the power to single-handedly

transform lives. Let's look at some reasons why the Bible is incredible.

The Bible is
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I. Incredible Because of it's Uniqueness

The Bible is unique among all books. There are many ways the Bible is unique.

Allow me to suggest a few:

A. The Bible is unique in its composition

The Bible was written over

a 1500-year time period,

over 40 generations,

by over 40 authors,

from many occupations. There were

kings

peasants

philosophers

fishermen

poets

statesmen

scholars.

• Moses was a political/military leader trained in the universities of Egypt.

• Peter was an uneducated fisherman.

• Amos was a herdsman.

• Joshua was a general.

• Nehemiah was a cupbearer and confidant of the king of Persia.

• Daniel was a Prime Minister in the court of Babylon

• Luke was a doctor—a Gentile!

• Solomon was a king/philospoher

• Matthew was a tax collector.

• Paul was a brilliant, highly educated man, Rabbi, tentmaker
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The Bible was written in different places:

• Moses wrote in the wilderness.

• Jeremiah wrote in a dungeon.

• Daniel wrote on a hillside and in a palace.

• Luke wrote while travelling.

• John wrote on the Isle of Patmos while in exile.

• Some of it was written in the rigors of a military campaign.

• It was written during war and peace.

• It was written while in different moods—

some at the height of joy,

some from the depths of sorrow and despair.

• It was written on three continents:

Asia, Africa, Europe

• It was written in 3 languages:

Hebrew was the language of the OT.

Aramaic was the common language of the Near East until the time of

Alexander the Great.

Greek was the language of the NT.

• Its subject matter includes hundreds of controversial subjects which

would normally create opposing opinions when mentioned or discussed.

Yet there is one harmonious story from Genesis to Revelation—The

redemption of man by a God who loves him.

Scholar F. F. Bruce writes,

"Quote"
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The Bible, at first sight, appears to be a collection of literature—

mainly Jewish. If we enquire into the circumstances under which the

various Biblical documents were written, we find that they were written

at intervals over a space of nearly 1400 years. The writers wrote in

various lands, from Italy in the west to Mesopotamia and possible Persia

in the east. The writers themselves were a heterogeneous number of

people, not only separated from each other by hundreds of years and

hundreds of miles, but belonging to the most diverse walks of life. In

their ranks we have kings, herdsmen, soldiers, legislators, fishermen,

statesmen, courtiers, priests and prophets, a tentmaking Rabbi and a

Gentile physician, not to speak of others of whom we know nothing apart

from the writings they have left us. The writings themselves belong to a

great variety of literary types. They include history, law (civil, criminal,

ethical, ritual, sanitary), religious poetry, didactic treatises, lyric poetry,

parable and allegory, biography, personal correspondence, personal

memoirs and diaries, in addition to the distinctively Biblical types of

prophecy and apocalyptic.

For all that, the Bible is not simply an anthology; there is a unity

which binds the whole together. An anthology is compiled by an

anthologist, but no anthologist compiled the Bible.

"End of quotation"

Josh McDowell relates the following:

"Quote"

A representative of the Great Books of the Western World came to

my house recruiting salesmen for their series. He spread out the chart
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of the Great Books of the Western World series. He spent five minutes

talking to us about the Great Books of the Western World series, and we

spent an hour and a half talking to him about the Greatest Book.

I challenge him to take just 10 of the authors, all from one walk of

life, one generation, one place, one time, one mood, one continent, one

language and just one controversial subject (the Bible speaks on

hundreds with harmony and agreement).

Then I asked him: "Would they (the authors) agree?" He paused and

then replied, "No!" "What would you have?" I retorted. Immediately he

said, "A conglomeration."

Two days later he committed his life to Christ (the theme of the

Bible).

Why all this? Very simple! Any person sincerely seeking truth would

at least consider a book with the above unique qualifications.

"End of quotation"

The Bible is Unique in its Composition.

A second way

B. The Bible is unique is in its Circulation

The Bible continues to be the all-time bestseller.

It has been read by more people and published in more languages than any

other book ever printed—2233 at last count. There have been more copies, or

portions, of the Bible produced than any other book in the world.

The first major book printed on Gutenberg's new printing press was the Latin

Vulgate Bible.

The publication figures for the Bible are staggering.
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It is unusual to have a book which sells over a million copies. Occasionally a

book will sell 5 or 10 million copies.

In 1998 the United Bible Society alone distributed 585 million copies of the

Bible!

If you were to line up all the people who received Bibles or Scripture portions in

1998 from only the United Bible Society and were to hand them each a Bible every

5 seconds it would take more than 92 years to do just what this single organization

alone has done in 1998.

According to the Guiness Book of World Records -

By 1804 409 million copies had been distributed.

By 1932 1 1/3 billion copies had been distributed.

By 1975 (almost 30 years ago), it is estimated that 2.5 billion copies have been

distributed.

No other book has known anything approaching this constant circulation. You

would think if a person were sincerely seeking truth he or she would give serious

consideration to a book that has drawn so much attention.

The Bible is unique in its circulation.

A third way...

C. The Bible is Unique in its Survival.

Many of you know that my wife is a "book lady". She sells books. It is very rare

for a popular religious or secular book to remain in print for more than a few

years. Books come and go.
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Hugh Hewitt, in his book The Embarrassed Believer, has this to say about the

permanence of books, quote, "The only guarantee in this book is that this book and

all other books will eventually be forgotten if not absolutely destroyed."...End of

quotation.

Occasionally a very important book will be revived and reprinted, but that is

the exception.

Contrast that with the Bible.

The Bible has been continuously in publication since the invention of the

printing press in the mid-1400s (1453). It was copied by hand for many hundreds

of years before that.

It was copied and recopied on perishable materials.

Even though it was copied and recopied by hand for many hundreds of years,

even though thousands of copies were destroyed by the authorities,

even though many of the copies were literal worn out from constant use,

today there are more manuscript copies of all or parts of the NT than any

other 10 ancient writings combined.

Aristotle wrote from appo. 384 to 322 B.C. The earliest copy we have of any of

his works was copied 1400 years after Aristotle wrote it. Today there are only 49

copies of any of Aristotle's works. Yet no one today questions the accuracy of

Aristotle's writings.

Pliny the Younger wrote a history between 61-113 AD. There are only 7 copies

in existence. The closest copy to the original was written 750 years after Pliny

wrote. No one questions the accuracy of Pliny's writings.

But today we have over 24,000 copies of all or parts of the NT, some written

within 25 years or earlier of the originals, and the critics have a field day telling us

the NT is riddled with error and myth.

Through the centuries the Bible's existence has been threatened by persecution.

Over and over again evil men have tried to stamp it out, but like the fire that is
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only fanned brighter by the wind, persecution has only served to insure the

Bible's survival.

Men have tried to burn it, ban it and otherwise outlaw it, but today it stands

strong.

From the days of the Roman emperors to the present-day persecution in

communist-dominated countries, Satan has unsuccessfully tried to stamp out the

Bible.

Consider with me two illustrations of the Bible’s survival through persecution:

In 303 AD, the Roman emperor Diocletian issued an edict to stop

Christians from worshipping and to destroy their scriptures. Christians

were severely persecuted. Many copies of Scripture were destroyed.

Only 25 years later the Roman emperor Constantine ordered 50 copies

of the Bible to be prepared at government expense! Some think the two

oldest and most reliable copies of the Bible we have today (Vaticanus and

Sianiatius) were part of these 50 copies. If that is true it is a remarkable

testimony to God’s ability to preserve His holy Word. The authorities did

their best to destroy the Bible, but today we very likely have two ancient

copies which not only are two of our most reliable manuscripts of God’s

Word, but they were probably produced by the government which only

25 years before had tried to destroy God’s holy Word the incredible

Bible.

Consider Voltaire the French atheist who died in 1778. He predicted

that Christianity would be swept from existence and pass from the scene

of world history within 100 years of his time. 50 years after his death,

the Geneva Bible Society used his printing press and house to produce

and warehouse 1,000s of copies of the Bible. The very house which was
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the home of a fervent unbeliever became the place of printing and

distributing stacks of Bibles.

H.L. Hastings has written:

Infidels for 1800 years have been refuting and overthrowing this

book, and yet it stands today as solid as a rock. Its circulation increases,

and it is more loved and cherished and read today than ever before.

Infidels, with all their assault make about as much impression on this

book as a man with a tack hammer on the pyramids of Egypt.

Benjamin Ramm has written,

No other book has been so chopped, knifed, sifted, scrutinized, and

vilified. What book on philosophy or religion or psychology...has been

subject to such a mass attack as the Bible? With such venom and

skepticism? With such thoroughness and erudition? Upon every chapter,

line and tenet? And yet, the Bible is still loved by millions, read by

millions, and studied by millions.

Benjamin Warfield said,

"Quote"

If we compare the present state of the New Testament text with that of

any other ancient writing we must...declare it to be marvelously correct.

Such has been the care with which the New Testament has been copied—A

care which has doubtless grown out of true reverence for its holy words.

Such has been the providence of God in preserving his church in each and
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every age a competently exact text of the Scriptures, that not only is the

New Testament unrivalled among ancient writings in the purity of its text as

actually transmitted and kept in use, but also in the abundance of testimony

which has come down to us for castigating its comparatively infrequent

blemishes.

"End of quotation"

The Bible is Unique in Its Survival,

Circulation,

Composition

Mutiny on the Bounty

In September 1808 an American sailing ship, The Topaz was

halfway between New Zealand and South America when it came across

an uncharted island. Although it was not safe to land the Captain of

The Topaz saw a canoe making its way out from the shore toward his

ship. To Captain Folger's astonishment the two youths dressed in

native clothing spoke perfect English and claimed to be Englishmen.

Before long Folger had unravelled a mystery that had intrigued the

world for two decades.

Thirty years before Folger came across Pitcairn island a sailor by

the name of Fletcher Christian had led perhaps the most famous

mutiny in history - the mutiny on The Bounty. Casting Captain Bligh

and his officers adrift in a longboat the mutineers set sail for the

tropical paradise Tahiti. Against astonishing odds William Bligh found

his way back to England and the British Government dispatched a
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warship to hunt down the mutineers. When the warship arrived at

Tahiti some of the mutineers were captured, but seven of them

seemed to have disappeared into thin air.

Those seven knew the British would come after them and set sail

from Tahiti with six Polynesian men and twelve Tahitian women they

kidnapped. Along the way they picked up another two Polynesian

men. Eventually they came to the uncharted Pitcairn island, burned

The Bounty to avoid detection, and these fifteen men and twelve

women set about making this tiny island their home. Their story is

not a pretty one. By the time Captain Folger discovered them in 1808

twelve of the fifteen men had been murdered, one had committed

suicide, and one had died of natural causes. Three of the women were

also dead.

Soon after the mutineers and their companions arrived at Pitcairn

the white men assumed privileged positions and sexual jealousies

raged. Coupled with alcohol made from the root of the Ti plant

violence and murder exploded on the island.

Yet when Captain Folger arrived in 1808 he found a thriving,

peaceful and virtuous community made up of the surviving mutineer,

the surviving women and the children who had been born during the

community's short and previously violent life. Indeed, over coming

years visitors to the island were struck by how idyllic the community

was. What had brought about such change?

Historians debate the causes, but it seems that a large part at

least was the conversion of the Pitcairners to Christianity. The last
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surviving European, John Adams, had assumed the role of chief, and

had been converted himself after learning to read the Bible and

Prayer Book that had been taken from The Bounty before it was

destroyed. Adams set about converting the others and soon after the

islanders were living by the principles they found laid down in the

Bible. The result was by no means a perfect community, but it was a

community marked by peace and the desire to live virtuous lives.

Source: Reported in Trevor Lummis Life and Death

in Eden. Pitcairn Island and The Bounty Mutineers

(Phoenix 1997) and Christianity Today August 7, 2000

Rhodes Grove 2000

ARM 10/00

Blue River, IN 4/01

Shanks 2004(2)
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